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ABSTRACT

Utilizing the Viterbi algorithm, a forward dynamic pro-
gramming technique, and a compact disparity graph represen-
tation, reconstruction of intermediate views is made possible,
including those objects whose views are occluded from various
viewpoints. Based on the camera con�guration for capture of
multiview images, and the one-to-one correspondence between a
real world point and its multiview images, a number of geometric
constraints are generated and taken advantaged of.

Conventionally, an object in an intermediate view can be
interpolated from a left and right extreme image if that object
is present in both extreme views. This is mainly performed by
�nding the accurate disparity for the object, followed by projec-
tion onto an intermediate frame. In our proposal, the Viterbi
algorithm is used to compute a dense disparity �eld for every
pixel on the left extreme view and consistently for those pixels
on the right extreme view. Thus even objects, present in one ex-
treme view but not the other, can be accurately projected onto
an intermediate frame.

Furthermore, in the presence of ORO objects, whose
views are obstructed in both extreme views but revealed in some
intermediate views, a third image composedof all ORO objects is
incorporated. The large set of multiview images are then reduced
to a maximum of three images along with their dense disparity
maps, thus accounting for all objects viewable from a range of
viewpoints. Following, a simple view interpolation procedure is
developed for accurate construction of all intermediate images,
whether the originally captured ones or virtually added ones.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent interests in 3D technologies start with depth per-
ceptions from stereoscopic images, 3D moving presentations of
stereoscopicvideo sequences, look-aroundcapabilitieswith multi-
viewpoint pictures, and most recently, interactive applications of
multiview videos. Depth perception from stereo pairs are derived
from two viewpoints seen by our left and right eyes. On the other
hand, depth perception from multiview images are obtained by
motion parallax.[1] Because the resulting image due to motion
from head movements should be smooth, the required number of
viewpoint images are relative high as compared to two extreme
left and right pictures. In this study, the redundancy between
the views of a multiview scene is investigated with future appli-
cability to an MPEG-2 extension for multiview video codec.

Within the MPEG-2 standardization[2], we have shown
that transmissionof a stereoscopic (left and right views) sequence
is possible by utilizing the high pro�le double layer structure of
temporal scalable coding[3]. The base layer can support the left-
view sequence, while the enhancement layer manages the predic-
tion of the right-view sequence. Consequently after decoding the
two extreme views, we focus on an intelligent scheme to interpo-
late the intermediate views.

There are two distinct situations that can occur when
constructing intermediate views from two extreme views. (1)
All interpolated views between the left and right images can be

fully and accurately (but approximately) constructed from the
given two extremes. (2) It is not possible to interpolate the
intermediate views due to some uncovered objects revealed and
then hidden again between the two extreme left and right. Case
(1) is the best situation and occurs as long as every object in the
intermediate views is represented in at least one of the extreme
images. Case (2) is the worse scenario but can be improved and
reduced to case (1), if the obstructed-revealed-obstructed (ORO)
object is represented.

If the major criteria that all intermediate views can be
approximately constructed from the given coded extreme left and
right images, then it can o�er an MPEG-2 compatibility coding
method and a non-interactive scheme to support multiple users
simultaneously, which is partially achieved in this paper.
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Figure 1a:  Camera Configuration of Multiview Images

Figure 1b:  SLICE  Representation

2. ENCODING SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The main feature to derive from a set of multiview images
is the perception of depth obtained when we move our heads to
view an image of a static scene from a slightly di�erent perspec-
tive. In the image capturing con�guration, a set of multiple view-
point images is taken simultaneously from a horizontal lineup of
equi-distant cameras with parallel optical axis, positioned on the
viewpoint axis v as shown in Figure 1a. The image captured by
the leftmost camera is designed by L, and that captured by the
rightmost camera by R. The set of images is sorted from left to
right by camera viewpoint positions. Using the conventional im-
age coordinate system (x,y), we de�ne a slice as a collection of
constanty scanlines, as pictured in Figure 1b, sorted sequentially
from left to right and placed one on top of the others.



Given the multiple views from the left to right extreme
images, the objective is to �nd a way to transmit as little infor-
mation as possible for the best reconstruction of all intermediate
views. We propose encoding two extreme images, L and R, and
two accurate dense disparity �eld, one for every pixel on the L
image and the other for the pixels on the R image. In addition,
the encoding of a third image along with its dense disparity map
may be required for the case of ORO objects, as discussed in
the previous sections.

Utilizing the Viterbi algorithm on the intermediate-view
images, an accurate disparity �eld is obtained for every pixel on
the two dimensional slice. To illustrate, refer to the slice pictured
on Figure 2a of the scene depicted on Figure 1a. The disparity

value of a real world point whose image shows up on pixel xL
of the L-view and lands on pixel xR of the R-view, is de�ned as
the di�erence of their pixel locations, d = xR � xL. Since every
real world point casts its image on some pixel positions in the
L and R views, the disparity for a pixel in any of the multiview
images will be de�ned with respect to the two extreme views
in this paper. As a result, every image pixel of one real world
position acquires the same disparity value on the slice.

Because the set of disparity values for every pixel on a
slice is most likely to repeat from one scanline to the next, as
shown by the slope lines in Figure 2b, a more compact represen-
tation can be achieved. As a result, three classes of slope lines
making up a slice are presented.

1. A disrupted/continuous slope line originating from scan-
line L. This represents a point on an object viewable from
L, but may or may not become partially obstructed by an-
other object with a closer depth as the viewpoint changes
from L to R.

2. A disrupted/continuous slope line originating from scan-
lineR. This represents a point on an object viewable from
R, but may or may not become partially obstructed by an-
other object with a closer depth as the viewpoint changes
from R to L.

3. A continuous slope line not originating from scanline L
nor terminating at scanline R. This represents a point
on an object whose view is obstructed in the L and R
images, but is revealed in some intermediate frames. This
is what we referred to earlier as the obstructed-revealed-
obstructedORO object.

Consequently, three groups of disparity sets are generated. For
every pixel xL on the L scanline, the disparity value is recorded
as d(xL); and similarly for every pixel xR on the R scanline,
the disparity value is recorded as d(xR). Finally for every pixel
xORO from the ORO object, its disparity value is d(xORO).

With this classi�cation, every pixel on a slice can be
predicted by disparity compensation from the left scanline, right
scanline, or the ORO object. Thus an intermediate view can
be accurately reconstructed given the extreme L image, the ex-
tremeR image, anORO image, and their corresponding dispar-
ity maps.

At this point, a compact disparity graph representation
for a slice is introduced, and an example is shown in Figure 2c.
The horizontal axis is xL, the extreme L scanline, and the ver-
tical axis is xR, the extreme R scanline. For every valid pair
of (xL; xR) corresponding to a real world point, its image lumi-
nance value is plotted on that coordinate; a similar graph rep-
resentation was independently �rst generated by Marr and Pog-
gio 1979.[4] In addition, for those points whose images are not
present at either xL or xR scanlines, they are also accounted for
in the graph. Because every slope line has a disparity value and
a corresponding image on the xL image and xR image, whether
revealed or obstructed, this real world point is also plotted. Note
that the coordinates of every point on the graph also give us the
disparity d = xR � xL of that point; therefore, points with con-
stant disparity, xR � xL = C, are at the same real world depth.
This disparity graph representation shall prove to be useful in the
disparity �eld estimation performed by the Viterbi algorithm.
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Figure 2a:  Slice of Real World Scene taken from Figure 1.

Figure 2b:  SLICE  Representation of Above Figure.

Figure 2c:  Compact Disparity Graph Representation of Above Fig.

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

3.1. Geometric Analysis

All analysis in this section refers to a slice, and is inde-
pendently as valid for all slices. To begin, a few notations are
required. We de�ne the conventional real world coordinates as
(x; y; z). The viewpoint v-axis, parallel to the x-axis, represents
the axis in which the cameras are aligned on. v = 0 is assigned
to the position of the extreme left camera, and v = 1 is for the
position of the extreme right camera. The image coordinate sys-
tem for the extreme left view is denoted by (xL; yL), and that
for the right view by (xR; yR). In general the image coordinate
for any intermediate view v 2 [0;1] is represented by (xV ; yV ).

Theorem 1: For the con�guration of array cameras shown in
Figure 1a, where each viewpoint camera is placed equi-distant
from the next, the image of a point from the real world system
shows up as a straight line in a slice.

Proof of Theorem 1: From perspective projection:
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f
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where b denotes the baseline distance between the L and R par-
allel optical axis, and f is focal length of the identical cameras.
Combining and solving for the viewpoint image xV , we obtain:

xV = (1� v) � xL + v � xR for v 2 [0;1];

a line segment with (v; xV ) slice endpoints at (0; xL) and (1; xR).

Consequently, the image line of a real world point on a
slice is referred to as the slope line of that point. It also follows
that the slope of each slope line de�nes the disparity value for
that point, and vice versa. Furthermore, the depth of the real
point is inversely proportional to the disparity value, except for
a constant factor dependent on the camera focal length and the
distance between cameras.



Theorem 2: Given the compact disparity graph representation
for a slice, any intermediate-view scanline can be constructed
by projecting the graph onto the radial axis � = f(v) where
� 2 [0o; 90o] for v 2 [0;1], and rescaling it to the original width.

Proof of Theorem 2:We shall �nd the correct relationshipbe-
tween � and v to correctly predict the intermediate viewpoint.
To project a point X = [xL; xR]

T onto the �-axis, the projection

matrix P =

h
c2 cs

cs s2

i
is used, where c = cos � and s = sin �.

xV =
k P �X k

max k P �X k
=

c � xL + s � xR
c+ s

xV =
c

c+ s
� xL +

s

c + s
� xR

From Theorem 1, xV = (1� v) � xL + v � xR, thus

v =
sin �

sin � + cos �

gives us the desired construction relationship.
Thus the compact disparity graph representation can

also be used to construct intermediate views. However, because
objects not represented on the disparity graph can never be pre-
dicted by projection, a \complete" disparity graph comprised of
all viewpoint objects is required. In the following theorem, a test
is provided to determine when the graph is complete.

Theorem 3:Given a subset of a completedisparitygraphG(xL; xR),
say composed of only those points whose views are visible from
the extremeL orR scanlines, the following test determineswhether
all views between L and R can be interpolated from G(xL; xR),
thus requiring no ORO objects for this slice. (Note: This is a
su�cient, but not necessary condition.)

1. Segment the disparity graph G(xL ; xR) into a minimum
set of continuous disparity curves.

2. Circumscribe a rectangle around each continuous stretch
of disparity points.

3. If the set of constructed rectangles is connected from one
end of the disparity graph to the other end, then the given
sub-disparity graph G(xL; xR) is su�cient for interpolat-
ing all viewpoint images between L and R.

Proof of Theorem 3: Since the projectionof a continuous curve
onto an axis also constitutes a continuous image, the projection
of a continuous disparity path extending from one end of the
graph to the other end also yields a continuous scanline image.
Using the result from Theorem 2 and referring to the sample dis-
parity graphs of Figure 3, the projectionof a continuous disparity
curve from � 2 [0o; 90o] is bounded by the constructed rectangle.
Thus a collection of connected rectangles is a su�cient condition
for continuous image interpolation of all viewpoints obtained by
projection of � 2 [0o; 90o].
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Figure 3:  To Test the Completeness of Disparity Graphs for full Interpolation
of all Intermediate Multiview Images between the Extreme Left & Right Views.
The Left Figure shows a Complete Disparity Graphs, whereas the Right Figure
demonstrates the incompleteness of the Disparity Graph for the sample scene.

3.2. Viterbi Algorithm

The Viterbi algorithm is an e�cient forward dynamic pro-
gramming technique introduced to �nd a minimum cost path
from a known starting node in a graph to a given terminating
node. The algorithm consists of evaluating all possible paths in
the graph up to a certain level, and only the surviving remerged
path at each node is retained for the next level of computation.[5]

With the objective of �nding the best set of slope lines
to represent a slice, the Viterbi algorithm can be simplistically
incorporated to �nd each slope line. Minimizing some cost func-
tion, the best straight path can be found originating from every
pixel on the L extreme scanline to some pixel on the R extreme
scanline, and vice versa. For this situation, the nodes of the
Viterbi graph are represented by the pixel values of a slice.

To improvise an improved method and combine the in-
terdependency of neighboring slope lines, we reintroduce the
compact disparity graph representation, as de�ned earlier. In
this implementation of the Viterbi algorithm, the objective is to
�nd the minimum cost path of the disparity graph, with formu-
lation of the cost function discussed in the next subsection.

3.3. Constraints

In this part of the paper, we investigate the parameters
and constraints for achieving the best representation for a slice.
Subsequently, the Viterbi algorithm minimizes a cost function
based on these constraints. The initial states taken by the Viterbi
algorithmare based on conventional blockmatching disparity es-
timates. To re�ne the accuracy of these disparity values, certain
smoothness constraints are added, a regularization consistency
is checked, and a con�dence measure is factored in.

Because disparity values do not overly change between
neighboring pixels in either viewpoint images, spatially, or tem-
porally, smoothness constraints are utilized to behave the �nal
path achieved by the Viterbi algorithm. The most important
smoothness requirement governs adjacent slope lines in a slice,
with parameters involving the depth values of corresponding real
world points. A second smoothness criterion guides the continu-
ity of spatially intact objects, where the slope lines derived in one
slice do not drastically vary among neighboring slices. A �nal
smoothness constraint, requiring coherent disparity and motion
vector �elds between neighboring frames in time[6], is proposed
for multiview video coding, but not discussed further here.

In constructing theminimumcost path for the Viterbi al-
gorithm, a forward-backward regularization consistency check is
performed at every step to insure that every slope line generated
from xL and ending at xL+d(xL), corresponds to the same slope
line generated from xR = d(xL) and ends at xR � d(xR) = xL.

Finally, a con�dencemeasure is developed to enhance the
accuracy of the �nal Viterbi path. Such a measure is assigned
to every point on the disparity graph, so that the cost function
can be weighted accordingly. The con�dence measure we have
chosen is a variance-based activity indicator. The higher the
activity, the more reliable the disparity estimate, and the higher
the weighting for the total cost function. Furthermore, detection
of sharp edges by the measure may also indicate a possible failure
of the smoothness constraints.

4. CONSTRUCTION OF INTERMEDIATE VIEWS

Upon receiving the extremeL,R, andORO images, along
with their corresponding disparity maps, all intermediate views
between L and R can be accurately constructed. In this section,
the view interpolation procedure is outlined and performed in-
dependently for each slice. Since a slice can be represented as
a collection of slope lines and their respective image luminance
values, we start by independently constructing the three classes
of slope lines introduced in Section 2, as provided by the three
received images and their disparity maps. Following, the three
partial slices are combined to form the �nal slice construction.



To construct an intermediate view v 2 [0;1] between
the L (v = 0) and R (v = 1) viewpoints, including views that
were originally captured as well as virtually added ones, a view
interpolation procedure is described for each scanline of the in-
termediate image. Each scanline of viewpoint v is constructed in
the following steps:

1. Construct partial scanlines PSL , PSR , and PSORO by
projectingL,R, & ORO images by their disparity values.

PSL(x) consists of a luminance array lumL(x) and its
corresponding disparity dL(x). It is constructed by se-
quentially projecting each pixel xL of the L image scan-
line in ascending location order, xL = 1, 2, ..., WIDTH,
and overwriting constructions made by previous pixels.

PSR(x) consists of a luminancearray lumR(x) and its dis-
parity dR(x). It is constructed similar to PSL(x) except
in descending order, xR = WIDTH, ..., 2, 1.

PSORO(x) consists of a luminance array lumORO(x) and
its corresponding disparity dORO(x). It is constructed by
projection of lowest disparity values �rst.

2. Combine the three partial scanlines, PSL(x), PSR(x),
and PSORO(x), into the �nal scanline S(x) for the re-
quired view. For x = 1, 2, ..., WIDTH-1, WIDTH:
Let MD = max(dL(x); dR(x); dORO(x)).

S(x) =

8><
>:

lumL(x) if MD = dL(x)
lumR(x) if MD = dR(x)
lumORO(x) if MD = dORO(x)
(1� v) � lumL(x) + v � lumR(x)

if MD = dL(x) = dR(x)

Theorem 4: The above view interpolation procedure of a slice
is equivalent to construction by highest depth �rst, and results
in the correct slice reconstruction.

Proof of Theorem 4: Since the disparity value of an image
pixel dictates the depth of that real world point, the visibility
of its corresponding luminance value from a speci�ed viewpoint
depends only on the disparity. In consistency with this observa-
tion, the described view interpolationprocedure is based on pixel
constructions by comparing and resolving their disparity values.

Based on this criterion, the above constructions of the
three partial scanlines are acceptable. Take for instance the
left partial scanline PSL(x) created from image L in ascend-
ing order. For the interpolated view v, say xL1 projects onto
PSL(x1), and similarly xL2 projects onto PSL(x2). For xL1 <
xL2, PSL(x1) is created before PSL(x2). But if the two pixels
coincide, PSL(x1) = PSL(x2), then the construction permits
PSL(x2) to override. This is the desired situation because :

xL1 < xL2

xL1� PSL(x1)

v
<

xL2� PSL(x2)

v

d(xL1) < d(xL2):

As a result, the depth of the latter projected pixel, PSL(x2), is
closer, and thus visible, to the viewer.
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Figure 4: Top Slice 0 and Middle Slice 251 of our Multiview Image Sequence.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A sequence of multiview images of a static scene is cap-
tured using one CCD camera set on a robot controller and period-
ically displaced. The acquired views are sorted and represented
as a set of slices, and the Viterbi algorithm is used to obtain the
best disparity maps. The required encoding information thus
consists of the L andR extreme images, a possibleORO image,
and their respective dense disparity maps. View interpolation is
then performed to construct the intermediate views.

Incorporating the proposed encoding and interpolation
scheme, results indicate highly acceptable perceptual quality in
the reconstruction of all multiview images between the L and
R viewpoints. Furthermore, the presented formulation also pro-
vides an e�cient view interpolation technique for construction
of additional virtual views, so that the number of views between
the extreme L and R can be scalably increased and enhanced.

Figure 4 shows the sequence of our multiview images,
sequentially ordered from the extreme left to the extreme right
viewpoint. In the illustrated middle slice, it can be observed
that the toys which are closer to the viewer have higher dispar-
ity slopes, while background textures have lower disparity. Uti-
lizing the Viterbi algorithm to generate the required encoding
information and interpolating the intermediate views, the �nal
multiview images prove to be of high reconstructed quality.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical framework on data compressionof multiview
images is presented. Based on geometric constraints of multiview
image acquisition, a compact disparity graph representation and
the Viterbi algorithm are adopted for our purpose. The required
compressed data is reduces to the extreme left and extreme right
images, along with their dense disparity maps. In addition, an
obstructed-revealed-obstructed (ORO) image is created to ac-
count for objects not observable from the two extreme images,
but are revealed in some intermediate views. Consequently a
third ORO image and its disparity map may be required. With
this set of information, a simple view interpolation procedure is
developed for theoretically accurate reconstruction of all inter-
mediate images, whether real or virtually added ones.

Because our study was illustrated for pixel-based pro-
cessing, future work are being undertaken to investigate a block-
based formulation, and consequently for an MPEG-2 compatible
methodology. One insight is to incorporate the extreme L and
R images in the two layer structure of temporal scalability of
MPEG-2. Furthermore, in the MPEG-2 speci�cation there is no
limitation to the number of layers to only two. So in addition
to the standalone base layer, the number of enhancement layers
may be incremented for each corresponding viewpoint direction,
(ie, horizontally, vertically, zoom, etc.)
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